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Note:- The Candidate are required

marks each and the entire Section

each.

ANALYSIS-1, Paper-ll

Semester-lll

to altempt two questions

C ccrsisting of eight short

td7lf N H
IMaximum Marks:40

each from Sections A and B carrying 6

answer type questions carrying 2 marks

Section A

lf {an} is a sequence such 1631 1i6 lur = I and lll < 1 then lim on = 0.

(a) Prove that the sequence {ar} where {an} = #* #* * * + *is convergent.

(b) showthat lim 1 O + #+ -"+$) = o.

(a) Test for convergence or divergence of the series

^ ^2 .:r

Vx +7x2 *i*= * "',x ) 0.

(b) Discuss the convergence of the following series
-- -.2 --31+;+i+V+...,x)0.

(a) lf a series )ff=1 a, is absolutely convergent, then it is convergent also.

(b) Examine the convergence or divergence of the series

1+1!+'='= +...2 2.4 2.4.6.

Section B

V. (a) Complete the lower sum l(P, /) of the function f (x) = x2 defined on [0,1] for the partition

, = {o,i,X, ... }} ana find lim L(P, n. (4)
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(b) Evaluate I\6tnlxl - Coslxl)dx

lf /is bounded and integerable in [a,b], then l/l is also bounded

Moreover lfi f a.l < Il lf t a*.

(a) Using Mean Value Theorem Estimate the value ot [] fr ax .

, ,r,r!
(b) Show that the function f: [0,1] -+ R defined by f(fi = lx x(0,

(2)

& integerable in [a,b].

(6)

(3)

' ^ 't- u is of bounded
x=0

variation on [0,1]. (3)

A function / of bounded variation on [a,b] is continuous iff V is continuous, where V is a

variation function. (6)

Section C

tx. (a) show that {(1 * *1"} is bounded.

(b) Give an example of divergent sequence [ar,i & {b,.,} such that sequence{an + br} is not

divergent.



(c)Show that f,ff=, 
^,} 

: .t

(d) Discuss the convergence or divergence of the following series Lf=r;*
(e) State Cauchy's root test.
(f) Define absolute convergence of a series. Give example

(g) Find the iower ano upper sum fcr the fu I 0ncilon Ilx) = lt,
by dividing it into n equal sub intervals.

(h) Prove that a function of bounded variation is bounded.

y,,hen x is rationol
when x is irrationaron [-t't]

(2x8=15)


